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Go to the ant – or at least to Joseph! 

 

Who among you knows the future?  Does anyone know what will 

happen next year, next month, next week, or even tomorrow?  I 

confess I do not.  But this I do know: a faithful steward of God’s 

blessings will make preparation for the future.  Whether one makes 

preparation for a future in eternity by obeying the Gospel and living 

faithfully or whether he prepares for the near term future by storing 

up a reserve - either way logic suggests preparation must be made. 

 

But, one might say, what about Matthew 6:19-20 which teaches me to 

not lay up earthly treasures.  Or, what about the Parable of the Rich 

Fool in Luke 12:16-21, surely that teaches me no to store up earthly 

goods.  And what about James 4:13-15; I shouldn’t be boastful in my 

actions by assuming I will even have a tomorrow for which to save!   

 

Good questions and interesting thoughts.  How is one to find balance 

when it comes to saving, living below one’s means, and giving to God 

and His causes?  Let’s consider the questions and thoughts above and 



go to the Scriptures and see if the Bible is clear in providing answers 

to the faithful Christian steward. 

 

Let’s begin by considering whether or not the Bible specifically 

addresses the principle of saving.  Turn your Bible to Proverbs 6:6-8 

and read about one of God’s creatures, the ant.  Consider the way of 

the ant who stores up a harvest to use throughout the winter when 

resources are few.  We are told to “consider her ways and be wise.”  

The Bible commends as wisdom the ant’s interest in saving.  Surely, 

we are more wise and our lives more stable/predictable than that of 

the ant.  Wouldn’t it be in our best interests and those of others to 

save for the future? 

 

Next, consider the man, Joseph.  For the full context of the account, I 

encourage you to read Genesis 41 in its entirety.  For purposes of this 

brief article, specifically consider verses 33-49.  Joseph knew God’s 

favor and had been blessed despite his brothers attempts to do him 

harm.  Pharaoh came to recognize Joseph as a “wise and discerning 

man” – so much so that he declared him the wisest and most 

discerning man he knew (39).  In preparation for a coming famine, 

Joseph suggested that one-fifth of the produce of the land be saved 

during seven plentiful years (34).  And, as a result of Pharaoh’s 

agreement to follow Joseph’s instructions, at the end of the seven 



years of plenty the grain was bountiful “as the sand of the sea” and 

Joseph stopped counting “for it was immeasurable.” 

 

Question, was Joseph wrong in saving?  If not, why not?  Was the fact 

that Joseph had saved and overabundance (it was immeasurable!) and 

example of savings gone awry – had it become hoarding? 

 

The answer to the questions above is “No.”  Joseph was wise and 

discerning because he followed the direction and wisdom of God.  The 

wisdom in saving for the future was two-fold:  The savings had a plan 

and the savings had a purpose. 

 

The plan was to save during seven plentiful years in anticipation of a 

coming seven years of devastating famine.  The purpose of saving was 

so that the needs of Egypt and even the needs of those outside of 

Egypt could be met. The wisdom of the plan was in saving for a 

predictable need.  In this case, Joseph knew that seven years of 

overwhelming plenty would be followed by seven years of devastating 

famine.  The coming need was highly predictable.  The prescribed 

purpose was worthy.  There was no intention of hoarding up grain to 

the expense of others.  No, having a purpose for the savings was yet 

another indication of the wisdom in the decision to save.   

 



While we certainly do not know the future, we can with reasonable 

anticipation expect to have a future on earth when we will likely 

continue to need financial resources.  As such, following Joseph’s 

recommendation to save for the future during plentiful times would be 

wise. 

 

The ant saves.  Joseph and all of Egypt saved.  Go to the ant - or at 

least to Joseph, and apply the wisdom of the Biblical principle of saving 

for one’s future. 

 

But what about Luke 12:16-21, Matthew 6:19-20, and James 4:13-

15?  Please read them and consider the context of each passage.  Let’s 

reason together: 

 

Luke 12:16-21 

In the Parable of the Rich Fool, backing up to verse 15, Jesus taught a 

lesson about covetousness (which is idol worship according to 

Colossians 3:5).  The Rich Fool is not said to be one who gained his 

wealth in an underhanded fashion.  He is not described as one who 

was not a religious person.  Wherein was his sin?  Verse 21 tells us 

that he laid up treasure for himself and was not rich toward God.  

The man was selfish.  He hoarded up his wealth and thought only of 

himself.  He took no thought for God, for His causes, for God’s role in 



providing the blessings, nor for the needs of others, no, he thought 

only of how he would make his latter years easy. 

 

The danger with finances is not in the amount saved (consider 

Joseph’s immeasurable savings for Egypt) but in the motivation behind 

the savings.  As you manage your income is God first?  Do you give 

first to God?  Then do you provide for the needs of your family?  Do 

you make it a priority to live below your means and set some aside – 

understanding that you will not necessarily always have the health and 

ability to provide the same income stream that you are currently?  Or 

do you spend it all?  Proverbs 21:20 teaches us that the wise man will 

have some saved while the foolish man will spend it all.  At the same 

time, Proverbs 11:24-25 teaches us that we are to be wise with our 

financial stewardship by never withholding from others when it is in 

our power to give. 

 

There is a notable difference between wise savings and covetous 

hoarding.  When one hoards he keeps more to himself than he should, 

forgets God’s providential care, puts his faith and trust in the material, 

and realizes he can “never have enough” to ward off all of life’s 

potential emergencies.  When a wise man saves, he does so because 

he knows that if he lives beyond his income producing years he has 

responsibly laid aside a stockpile of resources that he can then tap to 



provide for not only his needs, but the needs of others.  We would do 

well to recognize the difference. 

 

Matthew 6:19-20 

In a similar vein, Matthew 6:19-20 commands us that we not lay up 

for ourselves treasures on earth, but rather lay up for ourselves 

treasures in heaven - for where our treasure is there our heart will be 

also.  And truly, that is the heart of the matter.  Is Jesus condemning 

saving in these passages?  He is not.  In this short section of the 

famous Sermon on the Mount (Matthew 5-7), He is commanding us to 

move beyond thinking of earthly gain as our treasure.  Truly, our 

treasure must be in heaven where moth and rust does not corrupt and 

where thieves do not break through and steal.  Our treasure is not to 

be money or anything it can buy.  Our trust is not to be placed in 

“uncertain riches but in the living God who gives us richly all things to 

enjoy” (1 Timothy 6:17). 

 

We must view material wealth as a tool God has provided to be used 

for our physical needs and the needs of those who are unable to 

provide for themselves.  There aren’t many people who become 

emotionally attached to their hammer, their lawnmower, or their 

vacuum cleaner.  Rather they view them as tools to help them 

accomplish particular goals – nothing more, nothing less.  When we 



gain the proper perspective of money as a tool and not a treasure we 

will be profitable in God’s kingdom, rich toward God, and store up a 

“treasure trove” awaiting us in eternity. 

 

James 4:13-16 

In this passage James addresses the sin of boasting as though we 

know what he future holds.  We do not.  We have no idea whether we 

will live another year, another day, or even another hour.  As such, 

when we discuss our futile plans (Psalm 94:11) we should let our 

conversation (actual words or manner of life) be peppered with an 

explicit or at least an implicit, “if the Lord wills” (Acts 18:21, 1 

Corinthians 4:19). 

 

Therefore, within the context of an understanding that we may or may 

not live to see tomorrow, let us make preparation for the most 

predictable scenarios in life and eternity - and this includes both 

planning and saving for our futures.  Let us never be shortsighted in 

planning to save for future days of need.  Let us never keep more than 

we need to the harm of those who are less fortunate.  May we trust in 

our living God as the provider of our every need and use the tools He 

gives us to fashion a life that will serve Him best.   


